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Abstract. The origin of the cosmic rays is still an open question. Observations have shown that magnetically dominated environments
(such as the sources of surrounding black holes and the base of relativistic jets from AGNs, microquasars, and GRBs) produce very
high-energy emissions (VHE). This VHE emission is especially present in blazars, with time-variability from days to minutes (in
the GeV and TeV bands), which implies very compact emission regions. The most probable mechanism able to explain this high
variability and compactness of the TeV emission seems to be fast magnetic reconnection. Our earlier works based on 3D MHD
simulations of relativistic jets, have evidenced, for the first time, that particle acceleration by magnetic reconnection driven by the
turbulence in the flow of relativistic jets occurs from the resistive up to the large injection scale of the turbulence. Particles are
exponentially accelerated in time by magnetic reconnection in a stochastic Fermi process up to ultra-high-energies. In this work, we
will show the results of MHD-particle-in-cell (MHD-PIC) simulations following the early stages of the particle acceleration evolving
with the relativistic jet, which confirm our previous results, demonstrating the strong potential of magnetic reconnection driven by
turbulence to accelerate relativistic particles to extreme energies in magnetically dominated flows.

Resumo. A origem dos raios cósmicos ainda é uma questão em aberto. As observações mostram que ambientes dominados
magneticamente (como fontes de buracos negros e a base de jatos relativísticos de AGNs, microquasares e GRBs) produzem emissões
de energia muito alta (VHE das sigas em ingles). Esta emissão de VHE está especialmente presente em blazares, com variabilidade
temporal de dias a minutos (nas bandas GeV e TeV), o que implica regiões de emissão muito compactas. O mecanismo mais
provável capaz de explicar esta alta variabilidade e compacidade da emissão de TeV parece ser a reconexão magnética rápida. Nossos
trabalhos anteriores baseados em simulações 3D MHD de jatos relativísticos evidenciaram, pela primeira vez, que a aceleração de
partículas por reconexão magnética impulsionada pela turbulência no fluxo de jatos relativísticos ocorre desde o limite resistivo até as
grandes escalas de injeção da turbulência. As partículas são aceleradas exponencialmente no tempo por reconexão magnética em um
processo de Fermi estocástico até energias ultra-altas. Neste trabalho, mostraremos os resultados de simulações MHD-particle-in-cell
(MHD-PIC) seguindo os estágios iniciais da aceleração das partículas evoluindo com o jato relativístico, que confirmam nossos
resultados anteriores, demonstrando o forte potencial de reconexão magnética impulsionado pela turbulência para acelerar partículas
relativísticas a energias extremas em fluxos dominados magneticamente.
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1. Introdução

Blazars (relativistic jets pointing to the line-of-sight) produce
usually highly variable, non-thermal emission in all wave-
lengths, which is generally attributed to relativistic particles
(protons and electrons) accelerated stochastically in recollima-
tion shocks along the jet and in their head (Mizuno et al.
2015; Hovatta and Lindfors 2019; Matthews et al. 2020, e.g.).
However, there is increasing evidence that shock acceleration
may not be always as efficient in the magnetically dominated re-
gions of these jets, particularly to explain the very high energy
(VHE) emission (Sironi et al. 2013; de Gouveia Dal Pino and
Kowal 2015; Bell et al. 2018). The truth is that, under these con-
ditions, the acceleration mechanisms of these particles at VHE
are still unknown.

The magnetic reconnection is a strong candidate for the
production of ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) and
VHE flares in the magnetically dominated regions of relativistic
sources (e.g., Cerutti et al. 2013; Christie et al. 2019; Mehlhaff
et al. 2020; Kadowaki et al. 2021; Medina-Torrejón et al. 2021,
2023; Zhang et al. 2023), and for these reason it has lately

gained tremendous importance in high energy astrophysics (de
Gouveia Dal Pino and Lazarian 2005; Giannios et al. 2009; de
Gouveia Dal Pino et al. 2010; Zhang and Yan 2011; Hoshino
and Lyubarsky 2012; McKinney and Uzdensky 2012; Kadowaki
et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2018).

The comprehension of particle acceleration driven by mag-
netic reconnection has greatly improved thanks to both particle-
in-cell (PIC) simulations (predominantly performed in two-
dimensions - 2D) (e.g., Zenitani and Hoshino 2001; Drake et al.
2006; Zenitani and Hoshino 2007; Sironi and Spitkovsky 2014;
Guo et al. 2015, 2020; Sironi et al. 2015; Ball et al. 2018; Kilian
et al. 2020; Sironi 2022)), and MHD simulations (generally per-
formed in 3D) (e.g., Kowal et al. 2011, 2012; del Valle et al.
2016; Beresnyak and Li 2016; Guo et al. 2019; Medina-Torrejón
et al. 2021, 2023). They both have established reconnection as
an efficient process of acceleration.

More recently MHD studies, Medina-Torrejón et al. (2021,
hereafter MGK+21) and Kadowaki et al. (2021, hereafter
KGM+21), motivated by current debates related to the origin
of cosmic ray acceleration and VHE variable emission in rela-
tivistic jets, and specially in blazars (e.g., Aharonian et al. 2007;
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Figura 1. 3D σ ∼ 1 jet evolved with the test particles (MHD-PIC mode) at t = 45 L/c. The black lines represent the magnetic field.
Left panel: The circles represents the 50,000 particle distribution, the color and size of the circles indicate the value of their kinetic
energy normalized by the rest mass energy (γp − 1). Right panel: The orange color represents iso-surfaces of half of the maximum
of the current density intensity |J|, and the green squares correspond to the positions of the fastest magnetic reconnection events,
with reconnection rate ≥ 0.05. See text for more details.

Ackermann et al. 2016; Britto et al. 2016; Aartsen et al. 2018),
investigated particle acceleration in a 3D relativistic magnet-
ically dominated jet subject to current driven kink instability
(CDKI), by means of relativistic MHD simulations (using the
RAISHIN code; Mizuno et al. 2012; Singh et al. 2016). The in-
stability drives turbulence and fast magnetic reconnection in the
jet flow. Its growth and saturation causes the excitation of large
amplitude wiggles along the jet and the disruption of the ini-
tial helical magnetic field configuration, leading to the formation
of turbulence and several sites of fast reconnection. The turbu-
lence developed follows approximately a Kolmogorov spectrum
(KGM+21). Test protons injected, by GACCEL code in the nearly
stationary snapshots of the jet, experience an exponential accel-
eration in time, predominantly its momentum component paral-
lel to the local field, up to a maximum energy. For a background
magnetic field of B ∼ 0.1 G, this saturation energy is ∼ 1016 eV,
while for B ∼ 10 G it is ∼ 1018 eV. There is a clear association
of the accelerated particles with the regions of fast reconnection
and largest current density. The particles interact with magnetic
fluctuations from the small dissipative scales up to the injection
scales of the turbulence, which is of the order of the size of the
jet diameter. For this reason, the Larmor radius of the particles
attaining the saturation energy, which gives the maximum size
of the acceleration region, is also of the same order. Beyond the
saturation value, the particles suffer further acceleration to ener-
gies up to 100 times larger, but at a slower rate, due to drift in
the largest scale non-reconnecting fields. The energy spectrum
of the accelerated particles develops a high energy tail with a
power law index p ∼ -1.2 in the beginning of the acceleration, in
agreement with earlier works (MGK+21).

In this work, we present a summary of our results of 3D
MHD-PIC simulations ofσ ∼ 1 relativistic jets (using the PLUTO
code; Mignone et al. 2018; Medina-Torrejón et al. 2023), consid-
ering in most of the tests the same initial jet setup as in MGK+21
and KGM+21.

2. Results

We performed a 3D MHD-PIC simulation of a relativistic jet us-
ing the PLUTO code with non explicit resistivity (for more details
see Medina-Torrejón et al. 2023). The computational domain in
Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) has dimensions 10L × 10L × 6L,
where L is the length scale unit. We have considered two dif-
ferent initial values of the magnetization parameter σ ∼ 1 and
10. In order to drive turbulence in the jet, we allow for the de-
velopment of the CDKI by imposing an initial perturbation in
the radial velocity profile, as in MGK+21. We perform a dimen-
sionless relativistic jet using the PLUTO code, but to inject the
particles with the MHD-PIC mode (particles evolving with the
flow) and with the GACCEL code (particles injected in a chosen
snapshot of the flow), the trajectories of the test particles require
physical values of the relativistic jet to integrate into the plasma
fields. We have adopted an initial magnetic field B ∼ 0.1 G,
a density ρ = 1.67 × 10−24 gcm−3, and a physical length scale
L ∼ 5.2 × 10−7 pc in MHD-PIC mode, and L = 3.5 × 10−5 pc in
GACCEL code.

In most of the models, we integrated the trajectories of
1,000–50,000 protons with initial uniform space distribution in-
side the domain, and initial kinetic energies between (γp−1) ∼ 1
and 200, where γp is the particle Lorentz factor, with velocities
randomly generated by a Gaussian distribution.

Figure 1 shows the σ ∼ 1 jet evolved with the MHD-PIC
mode of the PLUTO code for two snapshots. Initially, a total
of 50,000 particles were injected into the system and evolved
with the flow. The dynamical evolution of the jet is very sim-
ilar to the one obtained in MGK+21 and KGM+21 with the
RAISHIN MHD code. With the growth of the CDKI, the initial
helical magnetic field structure starts to wiggle and then, tur-
bulence develops distorting entirely the field lines and driving
fast magnetic reconnection sites, as we see in the right panel.
Massive particle acceleration takes place only when turbulence
and fast reconnection fully develops in the system, as indicated
in the left bottom panel. The correlation of the accelerated par-
ticles (represented by the red circles with increasing diameter as
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Figura 2. Top: Time evolution of the volume-averaged kinetic
energy density transverse to the z-axis within a cylinder of radius
R ≤ 3.0L. Bottom: volume-averaged relativistic electromagnetic
energy density for the same models. Red lines corresponds to
the results of the jet evolved with PLUTO for the σ ∼ 1, for com-
parison, also plotted with green lines are the results obtained in
MGK+21 for the σ ∼ 1. The kinetic energy is presented in log
scale, while Em is in linear scale.

the energy increases) with the sites of high current density and
fast reconnection (right bottom panel) is evident.

We have used the same algorithm employed in KGM+21 to
identify fast magnetic reconnection sites in the turbulent flow
and quantify their reconnection velocities (see also, Zhdankin
et al. 2013; Kadowaki et al. 2018). The time evolution of the
average value of the magnetic reconnection rate, ⟨Vrec⟩, for all
identified sites, in units of the Alfvén velocity, are shown in
Figure 3. The evolution of ⟨Vrec⟩ changes more abruptly after
t ∼ 25, when the CDKI starts to grow exponentially (Figure 2).
After that, as the CDKI tends to saturation, the average recon-
nection rate also attains a value ⟨Vrec⟩ ∼ 0.03 ± 0.02, in agree-
ment with KGM+21.

Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the volume-averaged
kinetic energy density transverse to the z-axis (upper panel),
and the volume-averaged total relativistic electromagnetic en-
ergy density (Em) (bottom panel) for the σ ∼ 1 jet, as the CDKI
grows (see also Mizuno et al. 2012; Singh et al. 2016; Medina-
Torrejón et al. 2021). These curves are also compared with those
obtained by MGK+21 (and KGM+21) using the RAISHIN code
for the same jet model (labeled as MGK+21 in Figure ??), and
with the σ ∼ 10 jet. Note that Em is presented in the linear scale,
while the kinetic energy is in the log scale. The results of both
σ ∼ 1 jet models are comparable. As the CDKI develops, Em is
converted into kinetic energy. The initial relaxation of the sys-
tem to equilibrium leads to a hump in the kinetic and Em curves.
After this relaxation, there is an initial growth of Em caused by
the increasing wiggling distortion of the magnetic field structure

Figura 3. Average reconnection rate evolution, the colored
shades correspond to the standard deviations of each model.

in the jet spine due to the initial growth of the CDKI. The ki-
netic energy, after a slower increase, undergoes an exponential
growth.

Top pannel of Figure 4 depicts the kinetic energy growth as
a function of time for 1,000 particles injected (with the GACCEL
code, with an initial Maxwellian distribution with initial mean
kinetic energy

〈
Ep

〉
∼ 10−2mpc2) in the fully turbulent jet simu-

lated with the PLUTO code, at t = 45 L/c. As in MGK+21, parti-
cles are accelerated exponentially in the magnetic reconnection
sites in all scales of the turbulence driven by the CDKI up to
∼ 107mc2, which corresponds to a Larmor radius comparable
to the diameter of the jet and the size of the largest turbulent
magnetic structures (see the plot in the inset). The parallel com-
ponent of the velocity is predominantly accelerated in the expo-
nential regime, as expected in a Fermi-type process, while in the
drift regime, it is the perpendicular component that prevails (see
MGK+21 and Medina-Torrejón et al. (2023) for more details).

Bottom panel of Figure 4 shows the first stages of the ki-
netic energy evolution of the particles evolving together with
the background jet as obtained with the present model (i.e., em-
ploying the MHD-PIC mode). In the very beginning, while the
CDKI is still developing, particles only suffer drift in the back-
ground magnetic fields. After t ∼ 30 L/c, which coincides with
the nonlinear growth and saturation of the CDKI leading to fully
developed turbulence in the jet (Figures 2), the particles in the
bottom panel of the Figure 4 start exponential acceleration, as
in the top pannel of Figure 4. The entire dynamical time of the
system evolution is of only 60 L/c. For the particles, the physi-
cal time elapsed is only ∼ 60L/c ∼ 1 hr, which is much smaller
than the several hundred hours that particles can accelerate in the
nearly steady state jet snapshot (top pannel of Figure 4) where
they can re-enter the system several times through the periodic
boundaries of the jet in the z direction until they reach the sat-
uration energy (see also MGK+21). This explains why particles
do not achieve the maximum possible energy by acceleration
in the largest turbulent magnetic reconnection structures of the
order of the jet diameter (∼ 4L), as we see in the inset in the fig-
ure, which depicts the particles Larmor radius distribution. For
this value of the Larmor radius (Rmax ∼ 4L), the particles would
achieve an energy Esat ∼ e B Rmax ∼ 200, 000 mpc2 in the σ ∼ 1
jet, if the jet were allowed to evolve for a dynamical time about
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Figura 4. Kinetic energy evolution, normalized by the proton
rest mass energy. Top panel: 1,000 particles injected into the
fully turbulent snapshot t = 45 L/c of the σ ∼ 1 jet with
an initial Maxwellian distribution with initial kinetic energy〈
Ep

〉
∼ 10−2mpc2, the particle acceleration time is given in hours

and the adopted physical size for L is the same as in MGK+21
for comparison, L = 3.5 × 10−5 pc. Bottom panel: 50,000 par-
ticles evolved in the MHD-PIC simulation for the σ ∼ 1 jet,
injected with energy

〈
Ep

〉
∼ 1 − 200mpc2, and L ∼ 5.2 × 10−7

pc. The colors indicate which velocity component is being accel-
erated (red or blue for the parallel or perpendicular component
to the local magnetic field, respectively). The insets in the upper
left corner show the time evolution of the particles gyroradius.
The color bars indicate the number of particles. The horizontal
grey stripe is bounded on the upper part by the jet diameter (4L)
and on lower part by the cell size of the simulated background
jet.

one hundred times larger (where Rmax ∼ 4L = 2.1 × 10−6 pc,
and B ∼ 0.1 G, considering the physical units employed in the
MHD-PIC simulations). Nonetheless, the results in these early
stages of particle acceleration, follow the same trend depicted in
top pannel of Figure 4, indicating that particles are accelerated

exponentially by magnetic reconnection in the turbulent flow,
from the small resistive scales up to the large scales of the tur-
bulence in the ideal electric field of the magnetic reconnecting
structures. These results also indicate that the time evolution of
the background magnetic fields does not influence the acceler-
ation of the particles since they enter the exponential regime of
acceleration in the same jet dynamical times in which turbulence
becomes fully developed, as obtained in the MHD simulations
with test particles of top pannel of Figure 4.

3. Conclusões

The results found in this work have important implications for
particle acceleration and the associated non-thermal emission
in relativistic jets, specially in their magnetically dominated re-
gions. These results (and those produced in earlier MHD works
with test particles; e.g. Kowal et al. 2012; del Valle et al. 2016;
Medina-Torrejón et al. 2021) are in contrast with recent studies
based on 3D PIC simulations that suggest that acceleration by
reconnection would be dominant only in the very early stages of
particle energizing (e.g., Comisso and Sironi 2019; Sironi et al.
2021; Sironi 2022; Comisso and Sironi 2022).

Protons with these energies achieved by our results could
explain the observed very high energy emissions, as well as the
production of neutrinos, from interactions with ambient photons
and density fields in relativistic jets (Aartsen et al. 2018).
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